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Forest School

This term at Forest School the Year 2s have spent a lot of time building, taking apart and re-building dens. We
have spent time thinking about the ways in which our actions affect the nature and trying to play and use the
natural environment in a way that helps to look after the nature too.
The children have also spent a lot of time learning to master the skill of square lashing. It has required a lot of
concentration, resilience and teamwork but all the children were so pleased with their efforts when at the end of
the block they got to take home their stick frames.
The children have shown great enjoyment about being outside - whatever the weather. We've faced sunshine,
rain, wind and frost but every time the groups were ready to head out and to make the most of whatever came
their way. We realised that there's nothing a cup of hot chocolate can't solve!

Year 6
6B

The children of 6B have had a brilliant term and have enjoyed: visiting IMPS, creating and performing their
own compositions in music, exploring the concept of net neutrality, taking part in a tea ceremony and
many other things. One activity that they engaged with and showed great enthusiasm for was creating
their own Chinese inspired dance routines alongside their own compositions. They really threw (in some
cases literally) themselves into it.

6CB

This term 6CB have been designing and making lanterns as part of our China topic. We used photographs of
artefacts from the Ashmolean Museum to gather examples of different Chinese patterns, which we then
turned into cut-outs using black paper. Using willow that had been soaked for 2 hours, we made lots of
hoops which formed the basis of the lantern structure. Once this was securely fixed, we added tissue paper
and finally our cut-outs. With a light inside, the lanterns looked fantastic.

Year 5
5F

We have had a fab half term learning about China. Through portal story writing, dance, computing, history,
music and various tea tasting sessions, we have learnt about the Chinese culture. Some of our highlights
have been: our visit from Yang Pu (an Oxford University student who is studying the use of the Internet in
rural China), our Wow day (in which we made prints of Terracotta warriors) and the generation of our Chinese dragon dances (which we shared with parents).

5M

This has been a busy term for 5M. We have continued to run the Daily Mile as often as possible, aiming to improve
our speed and stamina. We have learned a lot about China as we demonstrated at the recent ‘Wow’ day. In maths
we have learned many new skills, dealing to a greater degree with place value and learning a lot about fractions,
decimals, their equivalents and how to convert from one to the other. In English we have spent a great deal of
time exploring journey stories, portal stories and performance poetry. Most recently the children have been combining computing with English, using the iPads and the book creator app.

Year 4
4CM

We have had a great Autumn Term in 4CM! We have been busy looking at the landscape within China particularly the
Yangtze River and the Himalayas mountains, creating collages displaying their features.
In programming, we have been learning how to implement instructions clearly within the programme of 'Scratch'. We
were able to create a Terracotta Warrior that would move smoothly around an image of China, improving
our debugging skills by trying to do this with as few 'clicks' as possible. This week they showed off their programming
skills by creating a movement of a festive image with a matching background!

4M

In 4M, we have been studying Electricity in Science this term. We ended the term by designing and making Christmasthemed models using our knowledge of circuits. We made models of sleighs, Christmas trees and reindeer amongst
other creative ideas! Some of them lit up, some made a buzzing sound and some even had a propeller!

Year 3
3L

In 3L we have enjoyed planting and watching our bean plants grow this term—we are hoping they might grow as tall
as the one from Jack and the Beanstalk!
We also enjoyed exploring the features of poems.

3S

In 3S we have enjoyed planting and watching our bean plants grow this term—we are hoping they might grow as tall
as the one in Jack and the Beanstalk!
We learnt the words of “If I Had Wings” by Pie Corbett off by heart and enjoyed performing the poem to the rest of
the class in various different ways.

Year 2
2BH

'Over the last couple of weeks we have been very busy preparing for our assembly on China and
practicing carols for our Christmas show. We have also been working hard completing our daily mile.
As well as all that, our money skills were put to the test when we bought items at the bazaar.'

2RG

We have had a very jolly week in year two. We wrote letters to share our Christmas traditions
with others and have enjoyed reading our responses. It has been interesting to hear about how
about how some Christmas traditions have stayed the same over time and others have changed.

Year 1
1C

We did a lot of acting. We enjoyed making freeze frames the most. We used our bodies to show the audience what
was happening during a part of the story we were learning.
We really enjoyed working as a class to describe things around our classroom. Description makes our writing more
exciting.

1H

This term we enjoyed making kites and flying them with our parents.
We also found out about different animals from around China. We became zookeepers and walked around the classroom looking at different animals. We also wrote sentences about them, describing what we saw.

EYFS

What an exciting and fun filled half term we have had in Early Years. We began our Celebrations
topic by looking at Diwali and the Festival of Lights. We made Diva Lamps and looked closely at
Rangoli patterns and symmetry. Next on our learning journey we learned about Bonfire Night and
the need to be safe around fireworks and bonfires.
We made poppies during art to celebrate Remembrance day and briefly looked at the whole school
topic of China. We discovered the story of the Chinese Zodiac and how the Rat eventually won the
race. We also learned how to count to 10 in Mandarin and how to write those numbers too.
We celebrated Thanksgiving with our friends, and wrote birthday party invitations to send in our
post office role play area.
Finally, we prepared for our class Nativity by learning about the Christmas story. We had lots of
words to learn and also managed to learn some sign language to the songs too.
All the teachers in Early Years are very proud of all the hard work that has been done over the half
term. Well done EYFS!

